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Abstract—Many real world problems are mostly time varying optimization problems, which require special mechanisms to detect changes in environment and then response to them. In this paper, combination of learning automata and firefly algorithm in order to improve the performance of firefly algorithm in dynamic environments has been proposed. In the algorithm, the firefly algorithm has been equipped with three learning automatons and velocity parameter, so they can increase diversity in response the dynamic environments. The main idea is based to split the population of fireflies into a set of interacting swarms. This Algorithm evaluated on a variety of instances of the multimodal dynamic moving peaks benchmark. Results are also compared with alternative approaches from the literature. They show that the new algorithm optimizer significantly outperforms previous approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, optimization algorithms can be classified into two main categories: deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic algorithms such as hill-climbing will produce the same set of solutions if the iterations start with the same initial guess. On the other hand, stochastic algorithms often produce different solutions even with the same initial starting point. However, the final results, though slightly different, will usually converge to the same optimal solutions within a given accuracy.

Most stochastic algorithms can be considered as metaheuristic, and good examples are genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Many modern metaheuristic algorithms were developed based on the swarm intelligence in nature. New modern metaheuristic algorithms are being developed and begin to show their power and efficiency. For example, the Firefly Algorithm developed by the author shows its superiority over some traditional algorithms [1].

Most of the real world problems are known as optimization problems. In these problems, the extrema change during the time over the landscape [2]. Due to the lack of traditional optimization algorithms to trace the optima, they failed in the non stationary environments. Therefore the bio-inspired algorithms are more frequently used in order to solve different optimization problems such as dynamic optimization problems [3]. In dynamic optimizations, the algorithms not only have to detect the changes but also they must respond to the changes in the landscape. There are several suggestions to deal with time varying optimization have been proposed based on population based algorithms in [4-5].

The multiswarm idea has also been proposed for purposes other than tracking dynamic environments. For example, the nichePSO approach of Brits et al. [6] is aimed at multimodal functions. It creates a two particle subswarm from a particle and its nearest spatial neighbor, if the variance in that particle’s fitness is less than a threshold. Subswarms may merge, and they also absorb particles from the main swarm. Although nichePSO was able to optimize successfully some static multimodal benchmark functions, it is not adaptable to the dynamic problem in an obvious way. This is because the algorithm, as the authors point out, depends on a very uniform distribution of particles in the search space, and on a training phase. The already mentioned multiswarm approach with clearing has also been used in [7] for detecting several optima in multimodal environments. In [8], different swarms are used to optimize different parts of a solution cooperatively. A two swarm approach for min–max optimization was proposed in [9]. Kennedy [10] suggested to cluster particles in each iteration into subswarms, and have them determine their global best separately. A two swarm approach for min–max optimization was proposed in [9]. Kennedy [10] suggested to cluster particles in each iteration into subswarms, and have them determine their global best separately. In [11], multiswarm variants have also been suggested in a nonoptimization context. Finally, what was proposed In [12] is based on PSO and split the population of particles into a set of interacting swarms. These swarms interact locally by an exclusion parameter and globally through a new anti-convergence operator. In addition, each swarm maintains diversity either by using charged or quantum particles.
Learning automata are adaptive decision-making devices that operate in an unknown random environment and progressively improve their performance via a learning process. It has been used successfully in many applications such as call admission control in cellular networks [13] and [14], capacity assignment problems [15], Adaptation of back propagation parameter [16], and Determination of the number of hidden units for three layers neural networks [17]. In this paper, we propose a new approach for adaptive adjusting parameters of firefly, absorption Coefficient and randomization Coefficient. In the proposed approach, parameters of firefly are set by means of two learning automata, one learning automata for each parameter. Results and tests have shown the standard functions. The algorithm works better than firefly algorithm standard and PSO and its improved algorithms [18].

The proposed algorithm is based on firefly, Learning Automata, multiswarm, exclusion and anti-convergence. Since for any firefly In standard firefly algorithm there are three parameter that are fixed from beginning to end, in this Algorithm, we equip any firefly with three learning automaton to determine these parameters. Further, another factor effective in the movements of fireflies is velocity. This factor is also added in order to improve the step size.

In the rest of the paper the following materials are provided. Section 2 reviews the firefly Algorithm. Section 3 gives a brief introduction to learning automata. The proposed algorithm is given in section 4. Experiments settings and results are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. FIREFLY ALGORITHM

The flashing light of fireflies is an amazing sight in the summer sky in the tropical and temperate regions. There are about two thousand firefly species, and most fireflies produce short and rhythmic flashes. The pattern of flashes is often unique for a particular species. The flashing light is produced by a process of bioluminescence, and the true functions of such signaling systems are still debating. However, two fundamental functions of such flashes are to attract mating partners (communication), and to attract potential prey. In addition, flashing may also serve as a protective warning mechanism. The rhythmic flash, the rate of flashing and the amount of time form part of the signal system that brings both sexes together. Females respond to a male’s unique pattern of flashing in the same species, while in some species such as photuris, female fireflies can mimic the mating flashing pattern of other species so as to lure and eat the male fireflies who may mistake the flashes as a potential suitable mate.[19]

The flashing light formulated by Yang and it was based on the idealized behavior of the flashing characteristics of fireflies. For simplicity, in describing our Firefly Algorithm (FA), we now use the following three idealized rules:

1) All fireflies are unisex so that one firefly will be attracted to other fireflies regardless of their sex;
2) Attractiveness is proportional to their brightness, thus for any two flashing fireflies, the less bright one will move towards the brighter one. The attractiveness is proportional to the brightness and they both decrease as their distance increases. If there is no brighter one than a particular firefly, it will move randomly;
3) The brightness of a firefly is affected or determined by the landscape of the objective function.[1]

In this algorithm, Assume that there exists a swarm of n agents(fireflies) solving above mentioned problem iteratively and xi represents a solution for a firefly i in algorithm's iteration k, whereas f(xi) denotes its cost. Initially all fireflies are dislocated in S (randomly or employing some deterministic strategy). Each firefly has its distinctive attractiveness which implies how strong it attracts other members of the swarm. As a firefly attractiveness one should select any monotonically decreasing function of the distance rj = d(xi; xj) to the chosen firefly j, e.g. the exponential function:

$$\beta = \beta_0 e^{-\gamma r_j^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $\beta_0$ and $\gamma$ are predetermined algorithm parameters: maximum attractiveness value and absorption coefficient, respectively. Furthermore every member of the swarm is characterized by its light intensity I which can be directly expressed as a inverse of a cost function f(x). To effectively explore considered search space S it is assumed that each firefly i is changing its position iteratively taking into account two factors: attractiveness of other swarm members with higher light intensity i.e. Ij > Ii; $\forall$ j = 1..m; j $\neq$ i which is varying across distance and a fixed random step vector $u_t$. It should be noted as well that if no brighter firefly can be found only such randomized step is being used. Finally Pseudo-cod’s firefly algorithm is presented in "Fig. 1"[30].

![Figure 1. Pseudo-cod's Firefly Algorithm](image)

III. LEARNING AUTOMATA

Learning Automata are adaptive decision-making devices operating on unknown random environments [20]. The Learning Automaton has a finite set of actions and each action has a certain probability (unknown for the automaton) of getting rewarded by the environment of the automaton. The aim is to learn to choose the optimal action (i.e. the action with the highest probability of being rewarded)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective function f(x), x=(x1,x2,...,xd)T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize a population of fireflies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define light absorption coefficient $\gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While [t&lt;MaxGeneration]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For i=1:n (all n fireflies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light intensity is determined by f(xi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (Ij&gt;Ii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move firefly i towards j in all d dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End for j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End for i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank the fireflies and find the current best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End while</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Fig. 1"
through repeated interaction on the system. If the learning algorithm is chosen properly, then the iterative process of interacting on the environment can be made to select the optimal action.

Figure 1 illustrates how a stochastic automaton works in feedback connection with a random environment. Learning Automata can be classified into two main families: fixed structure learning automata and variable structure learning automata (VSLA). In the following, the variable structure learning automata is described.

![Figure 2- The interaction between learning automata and environment](image)

Variable structure learning automata can be shown by a quadruple \( \{ \alpha, \beta, p, T \} \) where \( \alpha = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_i\} \) is the set of actions of the automaton, \( \beta = \{\beta_1, \beta_2, ..., \beta_m\} \) is its set of inputs, \( p = \{p_1, ..., p_r\} \) is probability vector for selection of each action, and \( p(n+1) = T(\alpha(n), \beta(n), p(n)) \) is the learning algorithm. If \( \beta = \{0,1\} \), then the environment is called P-Model. If \( \beta \) belongs to a finite set with more than two values, between 0 and 1, the environment is called Q-Model and if \( \beta \) is a continuous random variable in the range \([0,1]\) the environment is called S-Model. Let a VSLA operate in an SModel environment. A general linear schema for updating action probabilities when action i is performed is given by:

\[
P(n+1) = \frac{P_i(n) + a_i(1-p_i(n)) - (b_i \beta(n), p_i(n))}{1/(r-1) - p_i(n)} \quad \forall j \neq i
\]

(2)

Where \(a\) and \(b\) are reward and penalty parameters. When \(a=b\), the automaton is called S-LR-P. If \(b=0\) and \(0<b<<a<1\), the automaton is called S-LR-I and S-LR P, respectively.

**IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM**

The fundamental idea of the proposed approach is to divide up the swarm into a number of subswarms, in order to position each of those subswarms on different, promising peaks of the landscape. This is undesirable since the motivation behind a multiswarm approach is to position different swarms on different peaks. Should one of the watched peaks become optimal, a swarm will already be presented to take advantage[12]. In this paper, two forms of swarm interaction are applied: exclusion and anti-convergence. Exclusion is a local interaction between colliding swarms, preventing swarms from settling on the same peak. Anti-convergence is an information sharing interaction among all swarms in the multiswarm algorithm, with the aim of allowing new peaks to be detected. If the number of swarms is less than the number of peaks in the fitness landscape, and all swarms are converged (to different peaks, because exclusion is in force), the system will lose its peak-detection capability, then the swarm with the worst function value will reinitialized in the search space. Also, if distance two swarms is less than \(r_{exc} \), then the swarm with the worst function value is reinitialized in the search space.[12]

Further, the proposed algorithm is based on firefly movement in standard firefly algorithm. In standard firefly algorithm, for any two flashing fireflies, the less bright one will move towards the brighter, which includes a percentage of randomness. The initial percentage value and other parameter such as attractiveness Coefficient is crucially important in determining the speed of the convergence and how the FA algorithm behaves. In mode standard, the parameters are fixed from beginning to end. Alpha determines random percentage in firefly moving. It includes value between zero to one. Absorption coefficient is named gamma. The parameter varies between zero to one. Alpha coefficient is close to zero, then \(\beta = \beta_0\) and this corresponds to a special case of particle swarm optimization. Besides, if absorption coefficient is close extremely, this is the case where the fireflies fly in a very foggy region randomly. Finally \(\beta_0\) is maximum Attractiveness value. Therefore in the algorithm, any firefly equipped with three learning automata; the first learning automata represents absorption Coefficient, the second learning automata represents maximum attractiveness value and the last learning automata represents randomization coefficient.

All of the LAs are P-Model. Initial values for \(\alpha\) in all LA are set according to defined range. Initial value of \(\alpha\) in the first and second LA may change according to [9]; it means, in each iteration, the values of \(\alpha\) are set as:

I. is unchanged;
II. is increased by multiplying a number greater than one;
III. is decreased by multiplying a number smaller than one. This number is generated Based on the current repetition number by “(3)”,

\[
W_{itr} = X + \frac{itr_{max} - itr}{itr_{max}} \times (Y - X)
\]

(3)

In “(3)”, \(n\) is producer nonlinear index, in this formula, in any iteration, weight decreases nonlinear from Y to X.

It should be mentioned, during steps adapt their environment, we will not let values of \(\alpha\) change in unauthorized range.

The initial values for \(\alpha\) in the last LA are set as follows:
1- we set zero value;
2- we set negative value;
3- we set positive value.

In addition, we add the velocity parameter of PSO to every firefly’s movements, which makes every movement of firefly better.
V. EXPERIMENTS SETTINGS AND RESULTS

In this section, we first describe moving peaks benchmark [22] on which the proposed algorithms is evaluated. Then, experimental settings are described. Finally, experimental results of the proposed algorithm are presented and compared with alternative approaches from the literature. Moving peaks benchmark “Fig. 3” [22] is widely used in the literature to evaluate the performance of optimization algorithms in dynamic environments [23]. In this benchmark, there are some peaks in a multi-dimensional space, where the height, width, and position of each peak alter when the environment changes. Unless stated otherwise, the parameters of the moving peaks benchmark are set to the values presented in Table II. In order to measure the efficiency of the algorithms, offline error that is the average fitness of the best position found by the swarm at every point in time is used [24]. Offline error of proposed algorithm compared with other algorithm and it shown in Table I.

### Table I. Offline Error ± Standard Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of change</th>
<th>Cellular PSO</th>
<th>mQSO10</th>
<th>FMSO</th>
<th>Proposed firefly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2.55±0.12</td>
<td>3.44±0.11</td>
<td>0.9±0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.68±0.11</td>
<td>2.94±0.07</td>
<td>1.16±0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.78±0.05</td>
<td>3.11±0.06</td>
<td>1.38±0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6.77±0.38</td>
<td>14.42±0.4</td>
<td>5.77±0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.30±0.32</td>
<td>10.59±0.2</td>
<td>4.07±0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.15±0.13</td>
<td>10.40±0.1</td>
<td>4.4±0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>13.4±0.74</td>
<td>27.58±0.9</td>
<td>10.5±0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.63±0.49</td>
<td>19.45±0.4</td>
<td>7.65±0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.42±0.21</td>
<td>18.26±0.3</td>
<td>7.01±0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the algorithm, issue dimension is assumed 5, population size is 100 and number of iterations is 30. Reward Coefficients for automata are 0.1 and penalty coefficients are 0.2. Three values of α in LA for gamma can be adjusted by initial number 0.5. Three values of α in LA for β can be adjusted by initial number 0.1 and Three values of α in LA for alpha can be adjusted by initial number 0.1, 0 and -0.1. In equation 5, value of x is considered 9.0, y=1 and n=5. In any iteration for first and second LA, the second /g302(II) is multiplied with 1.003, /g5330 may not be more than 1 and gamma may not be more than 4.

The proposed algorithm is compared with mQSO [25] and FMSO [27], and cellular PSO [28, 29]. For mQSO we adapted a configuration 10(5+5q) which creates 10 swarms with 5 neutral (standard) particles and 5 quantum particles with rcloud=0.5 and rexcl= rconv=31.5, as suggested in [25, 26]. For FMSO, there are at most 10 child swarms each has a radius of 25.0. The size of the parent and the child swarms are set to 100 and 10 particles, respectively [27]. For cellular PSO, a 5-Dimensional cellular automaton with 105 cells and Moore neighborhood with radius of two cells is embedded into the search space. The maximum velocity of particles is set to the neighborhood radius of the cellular automaton and the radius for the random local search (r) is set to 0.5 for all experiments. The cell capacity 0 is set to 10 particles for every cell [28, 29].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the algorithm of optimizations initial parameters, from beginning to end, are constant and best values can be achieved by going through try and error. In order to deal with varying optimization problems, which can be applied to the real world problems, a combination of learning automata and firefly algorithm this proposed. This new approach is designed to enhance the performance of firefly algorithm in dynamic environment. This Algorithm evaluated on a variety of instances of the multimodal dynamic moving peaks benchmark. Results are also compared with standard firefly algorithm, standard PSO Algorithm and other PSO. They show that the new algorithm optimizer significantly outperforms previous approaches. Among the future works of the authors, learning automata can be used in order to do further research on adjusting other parameters such as rexcl, rcloud.
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